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In this paper we present a complete classiﬁcation, up to isomorphism, of afﬁne
and projective fully commutative m+ km-groups, deﬁned on subsets of the set
of complex numbers C. The classiﬁcation is via characteristic vectors and their asso-
ciated complex curves (real surfaces). © 2001 Academic Press
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0. INTRODUCTION
Vector valued, i.e., m+ km, groupoids, semigroups, and groups were
introduced in [29] and [1]. Since then, this theory was developed and inter-
esting results, like the free m+ km-semigroups and m+ km-groups,
were obtained. Vector valued algebraic structures are a generalization of
the usual binary, i.e., 2 1, algebraic structures. On the one hand they
are similar to the binary structures, but on the other hand they incorpo-
rate new ideas and speciﬁc properties. A part of this theory is the theory
of fully commutative m + km-groups. This paper is mainly concerned
with the afﬁne and projective fully commutative m+ km-groups deﬁned
on subsets of the set C of complex numbers. Their classiﬁcation, given in
this paper, is based on interesting results about a class of real surfaces (i.e.,
complex curves) in Cm.
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For a set Q and a positive integer pQp denotes the pth Cartesian power
of Q. We use the notation xp1 instead of x = x1     xp for elements
x ∈ Qp. Let nmk be positive integers and n = m+ k.
An m+ km-groupoid is a pair G f  where G is a nonempty set and
f is an m + km-operation, i.e., a map f  Gm+k → Gm. The notions
of semigroups and groups are generalized to the notions of m + km-
semigroups and m + km-groups. An m + km-groupoid G f  is
called an m+ km-semigroup if for each xm+2k1 ∈ Gm+2k,
f
(
xi1f
(
xi+ni+1
)
xn+ki+n+1
)
= f
(
f
(
xn1
)
xn+kn+1
)
 (0.1)
An m+ km-semigroup G f  is called an m+ km-group if, for each
a ∈ Gk b ∈ Gm the equations
f xa = b = f ay (0.2)
have solutions x y ∈ Gm.
For m = 1 = k the above notions are the usual notions of binary
groupoids, semigroups, and groups, and for k = 1 they are the notions
of m-groupoids, m-semigroups, and m-groups. From now on, we assume
that m ≥ 2.
The m + km-semigroups and m + km-groups are examined in
[1–3, 10]. There are many natural examples of m + km-semigroups.
For example, if G = M is the boolean of a set M , then G f , where
f ABC = A ∩ BB ∩ C ABC ∈ G3, is a 3 2-semigroup. The
description of a free m + km-semigroups is given in [8]. The existence
of nontrivial m+ km-groups G f  depends crucially on k. For k < m,
ﬁnite nontrivial m+ km-groups do not exist [7, 9, 12, 13, 18, 19, 27]. If
k = m, then 2mm-groups are closely related to the usual groups, with
additional rich structures [3, 14–16]. For k > m, there are many exam-
ples of m+ km-groups [10]. A description of free m+ km-groups is
given in [11, 17].
Let Qm be the mth symmetric product of Q, i.e., Qm = Qm/ ≈ where
≈ is equivalence of Qm deﬁned by xm1 ≈ ym1 if and only if x1 x2     xm is
a permutation of y1 y2     ym.
A map f  Qn → Qm is called a fully commutative nm-operation
on Q, and the pair Q f  is called a fully commutative nm-groupoid.
A fully commutative nm-groupoid is called a fully commutative nm-
semigroup, if for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k and each xn+k1 ∈ Qn+k,
f
(
xi1f
(
xi+ni+1
)
xn+ki+n+1
)
= f
(
f
(
xn1
)
xn+kn+1
)
 (0.3)
A fully commutative nm-semigroup Q f  is called a fully commutative
nm-group if for each a ∈ Qk b ∈ Qm, the equation
f ax = b (0.4)
has a solution x ∈ Qm.
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Further, we will write comm + km-groupoid (semigroup, group)
instead of fully commutative m + km-groupoid (semigroup, group).
The notions of comm + km-groupoids, semigroups, and groups are
introduced in [6] and [4].
The free comm+ km-groups are described in [4]. Some examples of
comm + km-groups are given in [26]. These examples are constructed
over the set of complex numbers C or a subset of C, and they naturally lead
to the afﬁne and projective comm+ km-groups which are the subject of
this paper.
Note that a comm + km-semigroup (group) induces inductively a
unique comm+ skm-semigroup (group) for s ≥ 2 by
f
(
xm+sk1
) = f(f (xm+s−1k1 )xm+skm+s−1k+1
)
 (0.5)
1. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, divided into four parts, we present the basic deﬁnitions
and theorems from [28] which are necessary to follow this paper. In this
paper we solve some open problems from [28].
1.1. Symmetric Functions and Afﬁne comm+ km-Groups
Deﬁnition 1.1. Let Q+ · be a commutative ring with a multiplica-
tive unit 1, and let  t  t ≥ 0 be a sequence of maps  t  ∪r≥0Qr → Q
which satisﬁes the following conditions:
(i)  0 = 1;
(ii)  rx = 0 for x ∈ Qt and t < r;
(iii)  rxy =∑0≤s≤r  r−sx sy.
The maps  t are called symmetric functions. For given symmetric functions
 t , we deﬁne the maps r  Qr → Qr by
rar1 =  1ar1 2ar1     rar1 (1.1)
Note that if  t are symmetric functions on Q+ · such that  1x = x
for all x ∈ Q, then for all s and 1 ≤ t ≤ s,
 tas1 =
∑
1≤i1<i2<···<it≤s
ai1 · ai2 · · · ait  (1.2)
Deﬁnition 1.2. Let f  Qn → Qm. If there is a map g  Qn → Qm
such that
f ◦ m = n ◦ g
we say that the comm+ km-groupoid Q f  is deﬁned by the map g via
the symmetric functions  t .
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Note that if Q+ · is an algebraically closed ﬁeld, then for each t  t
is a bijection, and each g  Qm → Qn deﬁnes a comm + km-groupoid
Q f .
Moreover, in this case, for symmetric functions satisfying (1.2),
qaq1 = bq1 ⇔ x+ a1x+ a2 · · · x+ aq
= xq + b1xq−1 + · · · + bq−1x+ bq for anyx ∈ Q
Next, we give some conditions for the comm+ km-groupoid, deﬁned
by some map g, to be a comm+ km-semigroup.
Let Q+ · be an algebraically closed ﬁeld, and let g  Qn → Qm be
deﬁned by
gx = A · x+ b
i.e.,
gian1 = αi0 +
∑
1≤r≤n
αirar (1.3)
where A = αij is an m× n-matrix and b = αi0 is an m× 1-vector over
Q, such that
α00 = 1 α0i = αsi = 0 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m+ k and s > m
Theorem 1.1 [28, Theorem 4.4, Chap. I]. Let g  Qm+k → Qm be
deﬁned by (1.3) and let Q f  be a comm+ km-groupoid deﬁned by g via
the symmetric functions (1.2). Then Q f  is a comm+ km-semigroup if
and only if for each i ∈ 1    m s ∈ 1     k and r ∈ 1    m+ k,∑
0≤j≤m
αi s+jαj r−1 − αj+1 r = 0 (1.4)
Using the notations As = αi s+jm×m+1, A0 = αj q−1m+1×n, and
Am+1 = αj+1 qm+1×n, where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ m, 1 ≤ q ≤ n, and
1 ≤ s ≤ k, the condition (1.4) can be stated as
AsA0 −Am+1 = 0
Deﬁnition 1.3. A comm + km-groupoid C f  deﬁned by a map
g  Cn → Cm given by (1.3) via the symmetric functions (1.2) is said to
be an afﬁne comm+ km-groupoid over C. In this case we also say that
C f  is deﬁned by the m× n matrix A and the m× 1 vector b.
Next we are going to obtain a comm + km-group from a comm +
km-semigroup. Let Q f  be an arbitrary comm+km-semigroup. For
any x ∈ Qk we deﬁne a map
ϕx  Qm → Qm byϕxa = f ax (1.5)
In [28] it is proven that Q f  is a comm+ km-group if and only if ϕx
is a bijection for each x ∈ Qk.
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Deﬁnition 1.4. An element a ∈ Q is singular if the map ϕb is not
a bijection, where b = a     a ∈ Qk. Let  be the set of all singular
elements in Q.
Theorem 1.2 [28, Theorem 3.8, Chap. I]. Let Q f  be a comm +
km-semigroup and Q\ = . Then Q\ g, where gx = f x, is a
comm+ km-group.
1.2. Characteristic Vectors
Next we consider an arbitrary afﬁne comm + km-semigroup C f ,
deﬁned by the m× n matrix A = αij and the m× 1 vector b = αi0. For
any zk1 ∈ Ck the determinant
!zk1  =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
0≤i≤k
α1 i+1
izk1  · · ·
∑
0≤i≤k
α1 i+m
izk1 
∑
0≤i≤k
αm i+1
izk1  · · ·
∑
0≤i≤k
αm i+m
izk1 
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
is a polynomial of z1 z2     zk.
Theorem 1.3 [28, Theorem 1.11, Chap. II]. Let C f  be an afﬁne
comm + km-semigroup with a nonzero polynomial !zk1 . Then there
exists a polynomial !′x of one variable such that, for any zk1 ∈ Ck,
!zk1  = !′z1!′z2 · · ·!′zk and deg !′ ≤ m.
The polynomial !zk1  is called a characteristic polynomial for the afﬁne
comm + km-semigroup C f  and !′x is its characteristic polynomial
of one variable. The roots of !′x are just the singular elements for the
afﬁne comm+ km-semigroup C f , and by throwing away the singular
elements we obtain an afﬁne comm+ km-group.
If the characteristic polynomial (of one variable) is
!′t = h0tm − h1tm−1 + h2tm−2 − · · · + −1mhm (1.6)
then h = h0     hm ∈ Cm+1 is called a characteristic vector for the afﬁne
comm+ km-semigroup C f .
If Q+ · is a commutative ring with unit and m is a bijection, then for
any p ∈ Qk we will denote the transformation m ◦ϕp ◦  −1m : Qm → Qm by
ϕ¯p. Note that when Q = C, ϕ¯p is an afﬁne transformation on Cm. For the
afﬁne comm+ 1m-group deﬁned by the matrix with coefﬁcients αij , for
any z ∈ Ck = C ϕ¯z is the following afﬁne transformation:
ϕ¯z=


1 0 0 ··· 0
α10+zα11 α11+zα12 α12+zα13 ··· α1m+zα1m+1

αm0+zαm1 αm1+zαm2 αm2+zαm3 ··· αmm+zαmm+1

 (1.7)
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Moreover, for the induced comm + km-groups we have the following
representation:
f zm+k1  = wm1 ⇔ ϕ¯z1 · ϕ¯z2 · · · ϕ¯zm+k = ϕ¯w1 · ϕ¯w2 · · · ϕ¯wm
Deﬁnition 1.5. Let a nonzero vector h = hm0 ∈ Cm+1 be given. We
denote by Gh the set of all nonsingular matrices of the form

1 0 0 · · · 0
α10 α11 α12 · · · α1m

αm0 αm1 αm2 · · · αmm


such that the m vectors
1− α11 α10 − α21     αm−1 0 − αm1 αm0
−α12 α11 − α22     αm−1 1 − αm2 αm1
· · ·
−α1m α1m−1 − α2m     αm−1m−1 − αmm αmm−1
are collinear with the vector h.
Theorem 1.4 [28, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, Chap. II]. The set of matrices
Gh with the matrix multiplication is a closed commutative Lie group with
complex dimension m. Moreover, if the polynomial (1.6) has exactly s distinct
roots, then
Gh ∼= C1 × C1 × · · · × C1︸ ︷︷ ︸
s
×C0 × C0 × · · · × C0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−s
= Cs1 × Cm−s0  (1.8)
where C1 = C\0 · is the multiplicative complex group and C0 = C+
is the additive complex group.
Note that ϕ¯p ∈ Gh. Moreover, for any matrix M ∈ Gh there exists a
unique z1     zm/ ≈∈ C\tm such that
M = ϕ¯z1 · ϕ¯z2 · · · ϕ¯zm
where t is the set of roots of the characteristic polynomial of one variable
(1.6).
Theorem 1.5 [28, Theorem 2.3, Chap. II]. Let an afﬁne comm +
km-semigroup (group) be given, such that its characteristic polynomial is
nonzero, and considered as a polynomial of one variable with s different
roots. Then there exist exactly ks distinct afﬁne comm + 1m-semigroups
(groups) which induce the given afﬁne comm + km-semigroup (group).
Specially, each afﬁne comm + km-group on C is induced by one afﬁne
comm+ 1m-group on C.
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1.3. Polynomial Maps and Projective comm+ km-Groups
Complex comm + km-groupoids C f  can be examined via polyno-
mial maps φ  Pm+k → Pm, where Pr is the set of complex polynomials of
one variable of degree r and
f zm+k1  = wm1 ⇔ φt − z1 · · · t − zm+k = t −w1 · · · t −wm
A comm + km-groupoid C f  determined by a polynomial map φ as
above is an afﬁne comm+ km-groupoid if and only if, for each Pt ∈
Pm+k, the coefﬁcients of φPt are linear functions of the coefﬁcients
of Pt. As a generalization we consider the following polynomial maps
φ∗  P∗m+k → P∗m where, for a positive integer r,
P∗r = a0tr − a1tr−1 + · · · + −1rar  a0 a1     ar ∈ CPr
where CPr is the complex projective space. Further, if P ∈ P∗r and degP =
s < r, then we say that ∞ is a root of the polynomial P with multiplicity
r − s. Let C∗ = C ∪ ∞. Generally, we can set
φ∗a0tn − a1tn−1 + · · · + −1nan = F0tm − F1tm−1 + · · · + −1mFm
(1.9)
where Fi  CPn → C, 0 ≤ i ≤ m, are functions.
Deﬁnition 1.6. If Fi 0 ≤ i ≤ m are linear functions of a0     an, i.e.,
Fia0     an =
∑
0≤j≤n
αijaj 0 ≤ i ≤ m (1.10)
then C f , determined by the polynomial map (1.9), is called a projective
comm + km-groupoid. If this groupoid is associative, then it is called
a projective comm + km-semigroup. The comm + km-group on a
nonempty subset of C∗ which is obtained by removing the singular elements
from a projective comm+ km-semigroup is called a projective comm+
km-group.
Results similar to those for the afﬁne comm + km-semigroups and
groups can be proved for the projective comm + km-semigroups and
groups. Note that in this case the characteristic polynomial has degree
≤m+ 1 and any afﬁne comm+ km-group can be considered as a pro-
jective comm + km-group with ∞ as a singular element. In [28] it is
proved that each projective comm+km-group is isomorphic to an afﬁne
comm+ km-group, and a sketch of the proof will be given in Section 5
of this paper.
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1.4. Real Surfaces (Complex Curves)
Let M f  be an afﬁne (projective) comm + km-group M ⊆ C∗,
induced by an afﬁne comm + 1m-group M f . Then the induced
com2mm-group is also an ordinary commutative Lie group Mm ∗
and hence Mm ∗ ∼= Ct1 × Cq0 t + q = m. After identiﬁcation of these
two groups we have
zt1 zmt+1 ∗ ut1 umt+1 = vt1 vmt+1
for vi = zi · ui and vt+i = zt+i + ut+i. If e ∈Mm is the unit, then we deﬁne
a surface
S = gz  z ∈M ⊆ Ct1 × Cq0 (1.11)
where
gz = f ze = g1z     gtz γ1z     γqz (1.12)
The set S satisﬁes the following “Property P.”
Property P. For each u ∈ Ct1 × Cq0 , there exists a unique element vm1 ∈
Sm, such that
u = v1 ∗ · · · ∗ vm (1.13)
Each subset S of Ct1 × Cq0 with the property P deﬁnes a comm+ km-
group S f  where f is deﬁned by
f zm+k1  = wm1 ⇔ z1 ∗ · · · ∗ zm+k = w1 ∗ · · · ∗ wm (1.14)
Further, we denote by t a set of t distinct (complex) numbers.
Theorem 1.6 [28, Theorem 4.2, Chap. III]. Every afﬁne ( projective)
comm+ km-group M f  where M = C\t  0 ≤ t ≤ m, is isomorphic to
a comm+ km-group S h deﬁned by
hgz1     gzm+k = gw1     gwm (1.15)
⇔ gjz1 · · · gjzm+k = gjw1 · · · gjwm 1 ≤ j ≤ t
and
γiz1 + · · · + γizm+k = γiw1 + · · · + γiwm 1 ≤ i ≤ q
Theorem 1.7 [28, Theorem 4.5, Chap. III]. Any two afﬁne comm +
km-groups C\t1 f1 and C\t2 f2 0 ≤ t1 t2 ≤ m determining the
same surface S are isomorphic.
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Because of Theorem 1.7 we are interested in the surfaces S with the
Property P only as sets, forgetting their parameterizations, since this gives
us characterization of comm + km-groups on C\t 0 ≤ t ≤ m, up to
isomorphism. The following proposition gives a way of constructing new
surfaces with Property P from a given one.
Proposition 1.8 [28, Prop. 4.6, Chap. III]. (i) Let ϕ be an automor-
phism of the group Ct1 × Cq0 t + q = m and let S be a subset of Ct1 × Cq0
with Property P. Then the set S′ = ϕS also satisﬁes Property P. Moreover,
the comm+ km-groups deﬁned by S and S′ are isomorphic.
(ii) Let S be a subset of Ct1 × Cq0 satisfying Property P. Then, for given
λ ∈ Ct1 × Cq0 , the set S′ deﬁned by
S′ = λ ∗ S = λ ∗ z  z ∈ S (1.16)
also satisﬁes Property P.
Using the characteristic vectors and the concept of the surfaces S, the
complete classiﬁcation of the afﬁne and projective comm + km-groups
will be given in this paper. Moreover, these kinds of comm+ km-groups
are the only known groups, up to isomorphism, deﬁned on smooth topo-
logical spaces.
2. COMPATIBLE AFFINE AND PROJECTIVE
comm+ km-GROUPS
Let C\t  f  and C\t  f ′ be two given afﬁne (projective) comm +
km-groups. According to Theorem 1.5, C\t  f  and C\t  f ′
are induced by afﬁne (projective) comm + 1m-groups which induce
afﬁne (projective) com2mm-groups, denoted again by C\t  f  and
C\t  f ′, respectively. If there are constants C1     Cm such that for the
induced afﬁne (projective) com2mm-groups
f z2m1  = f ′z2m1 Cm1  for each z2m1 ∈ C\t2m (2.1)
then the afﬁne (projective) comm+km-groups C\t  f  and C\t  f ′
are called compatible. Note that Cm1 ∈ C\tm.
Theorem 2.1. If C\t  f , C\t  f ′ are compatible afﬁne ( projective)
comm+ km-groups, then
λ ∗ rgz = g′z (2.2)
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where λ ∈ Ct1 × Cq0 is a constant vector and r  Ct1 × Cq0 → Ct1 × Cq0 is an
automorphism. Moreover, in this case, for the corresponding surfaces S and S′,
S′ = λ ∗ rS (2.3)
Conversely, (2.2) implies that the given comm + km-groups C\t  f 
and C\t  f ′ are compatible.
Proof. Let C\t  f  and C\t  f ′ be compatible afﬁne (projective)
comm+km-groups. Since their surfaces satisfy the property P , it follows
that there exists a uniquely determined diffeomorphism (automorphism)
r′  Ct1 × Cq0 → Ct1 × Cq0
such that for each zm1 ∈ C\tm,
g′z1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′zm = r′gz1 ∗ · · · ∗ gzm (2.4)
Hence, g′z1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′z2m = r′gz1 ∗ · · · ∗ gzm ∗ g′zm+1 ∗ · · · ∗
g′z2m.
Assume that f ′z2m1 Cm1  = wm1 . Then f z2m1  = wm1 and
g′w1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′wm = K ∗ r′gz1 ∗ · · · ∗ gzm ∗ g′zm+1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′z2m
where K = g′C1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′Cm = const. Furthermore,
r′gw1∗···∗gwm=K∗r′gz1∗···∗gzm∗g′zm+1∗···∗g′z2m
r′gz1∗···∗gz2m=K∗r′gz1∗···∗gzm∗r′gzm+1∗···∗gz2m
If we put ru = K ∗ r′u for any u ∈ Ct1 × Cq0 , the last identity implies
ru ∗ v = ru ∗ rv
for each u v ∈ Ct1×Cq0 , i.e., r is an automorphism. Now (2.4) can be written
as
K ∗ g′z1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′zm = rgz1 ∗ · · · ∗ rgzm
This, for z1 = z, implies (2.2) and (2.3).
Conversely, let λ be a constant vector and r  Ct1 × Cq0 → Ct1 × Cq0 an
automorphism satisfying (2.2). If f z2m1  = wm1 , then
gz1 ∗ · · · ∗ gz2m = gw1 ∗ · · · ∗ gwm
Since r is an automorphism,
rgz1 ∗ · · · ∗ rgz2m = rgw1 ∗ · · · ∗ rgwm
Then (2.2) implies that
g′z1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′z2m ∗ λ−2m = g′w1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′wm ∗ λ−m
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Let Cm1 be such that λ
−m = g′C1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′Cm. Then
g′z1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′z2m ∗ g′C1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′Cm = g′w1 ∗ · · · ∗ g′wm
implying that f ′z2m1 Cm1  = wm1 , i.e., f ′z2m1 Cm1  = f z2m1 . Hence the
comm+ km-groups C\t  f  and C\t  f ′ are compatible.
Note that this theorem does not give only a connection between the
surfaces S′ and S, but according to the formula (2.2) it shows which repre-
sentations of the surface S′ should be taken in order to obtain a compatible
comm+ km-group.
Theorem 2.2. Two afﬁne comm+ km-groups C\t  f  and C\t 
f ′ are compatible, if and only if their characteristic vectors h = h0     hm
and h′ = h′0     h′m are equal.
Proof. Let C\t  f  and C\t  f ′ be compatible afﬁne comm +
km-groups. Let ϕx and ϕ′x be the corresponding transformations of
C\tm and let ϕ¯x and ϕ¯′x be the corresponding afﬁne transformations
for their afﬁne comm+ 1m-groups. Since
f z2m1  = wm1 ⇔ ϕz1 · ϕz2 · · ·ϕzmzm+1     z2m = w1     wm
and
f ′z2m1 Cm1  = wm1 ⇔ ϕ′z1 · · ·ϕ′zm · ϕ′C1 · · ·ϕ′Cmzm+1     z2m
= w1     wm
it follows that f z2m1  = f ′z2m1 Cm1  is equivalent to
ϕz1 · · ·ϕzm = ϕ′z1 · · ·ϕ′zm · ϕ′C1 · · ·ϕ′Cm
ϕ¯z1 · · · ϕ¯zm = ϕ¯′z1 · · · ϕ¯′zm · ϕ¯′C1 · · · ϕ¯′Cm
Specially, for z1 = · · · = zm = z,
ϕ¯zm = ϕ¯′zm · ϕ¯′C1 · · · ϕ¯′Cm ∈ Gh′
where h′ is the characteristic vector for C\t  f ′. Hence ϕ¯z ∈ Gh′ , and
since ϕ¯z ∈ Gh it follows that h = h′.
Conversely, let C\t  f  and C\t  f ′ be afﬁne comm+ km-groups
with the same characteristic vector h. We are going to ﬁnd a constant Cm1 ∈
C\tm such that
f z2m1  = f ′z2m1 Cm1  i.e., ϕ¯z1 · · · ϕ¯zm = ϕ¯′z1 · · · ϕ¯′zm · ϕ¯′C1 · · · ϕ¯′Cm
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Let ϕ¯′z = A′z + B′ and ϕ¯z = Az+B. We want to prove that there exists a
matrix M ∈ Gh such that
MA′z + B′ = Az + B
Suppose that hm = 0 Then B and B′ are nonsingular matrices, and we
deﬁne a matrix M by M = BB′−1. Since BB′ ∈ Gh, it follows that M ∈
Gh. The matrix A′ (respectively, A), has the same columns but not in the
same order as the matrix B′ (respectively, B) except for the last column
of A′ (respectively, A) (see (1.7)). We have to prove that the last columns
of A and MA′ are the same, i.e., that the last columns of MA′z + B′
and Az + B are the same. But since hm = 0, the matrices MA′z + B′,
and Az + B ∈ Gh are equal matrices because their ﬁrst columns are equal.
Thus there exists a matrix M ∈ Gh such that ϕ¯z =M · ϕ¯′z = ϕ¯′z ·M .
Now let us suppose that hm = 0 i.e., 0 is a root of the characteristic poly-
nomial Pz = h0zm − h1zm−1 + · · · + −1mhm. For the sake of simplicity
we will suppose that 0 is a root of order 3, i.e., hm = hm−1 = hm−2 = 0 and
hm−3 = 0 Let α ∈ C be such that Pα = 0 Then α = 0, and by replacing
z with z + α we obtain
MA′z + B′ = Az + B ⇔ MA′z + B′ + αA′ = Az + B + αA
Since B′ + αA′ is a nonsingular matrix, we deﬁne M = B + αAB′ +
αA′−1, and we will prove thatMA′ = A. Note that B+αAB′ +αA′M ∈
Gh. According to the arguments in the proof of Theorem 2.1, Chapter II,
in [28], we get
M =


·
·
·
0 0 · · · 0 λ µ ν
0 0 · · · 0 0 λ µ
0 0 · · · 0 0 0 λ

 
B + αA =


·
·
·
0 0 · · · 0 αa a+ αb b+ αc
0 0 · · · 0 0 αa a+ αb
0 0 · · · 0 0 0 αa

 
B′ + αA′ =


·
·
·
0 0 · · · 0 αa′ a′ + αb′ b′ + αc′
0 0 · · · 0 0 αa′ a′ + αb′
0 0 · · · 0 0 0 αa′

 
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where a = amm b = am−1m c = am−2m a′ = a′mm b′ = a′m−1m c′ =
a′m−2m, and A = aij A′ = a′ij λ = 0, and µ ν are such that
λ µ ν0 λ µ
0 0 λ



αa
′ a′ + αb′ b′ + αc′
0 αa′ a′ + αb′
0 0 αa′

 =

αa a+ αb b+ αc0 αa a+ αb
0 0 αa

 
Now it follows that
λ µ ν0 λ µ
0 0 λ



 a
′ b′ c′
0 a′ b′
0 0 a′

 =

 a b c0 a b
0 0 a

 
Thus the last three rows ofMA′ and A are equal. In order to prove that the
ﬁrst m− 2 rows of MA′ and A are equal, it is sufﬁcient to prove that the
ﬁrst column of A is equal to the ﬁrst column of MA′, because if we know
the ﬁrst column and the m− 1st row of a matrix inGh, the ﬁrstm− 2 rows
are uniquely determined because hm−3 = 0 Thus, it is sufﬁcient to consider
the reduced matrices ArBrA′r B
′
r , and Mr obtained by deleting the last
three rows and the last three columns of the matrices ABA′ B′, and M
respectively. Then MB′ + αA′ = B + αA implies that MrB′r + αA′r =
Br +αAr . But B′r BrMr ∈ Gh′ where h′ = h0     hm−3. Since hm−3 = 0,
the previous discussion for hm = 0 implies that MrB′r + αA′r = Br + αAr
for each α ∈ C. Thus Br =MrB′r and Ar =MrA′r , and so the ﬁrst columns
of A and MA′ are equal. Hence, there exists a matrix M ∈ Gh so that
ϕ¯z =M · ϕ¯′z = ϕ¯′z ·M (2.5)
According to the arguments which follow after Theorem 1.4, there exists a
unique Cm1 ∈ C\tm such that
Mm = ϕ¯′C1 · · · ϕ¯′Cm (2.6)
Next (2.5) and (2.6) imply that
ϕ¯z1 · · · ϕ¯zm = ϕ¯′z1 · · · ϕ¯′zm ·Mm = ϕ¯′z1 · · · ϕ¯′zm · ϕ¯′C1 · · · ϕ¯′Cm
for each zm1 ∈ C\tm, and hence f ′z2m1 Cm1  = f z2m1 .
3. AUTOMORPHISMS OF Ct1 × Cq0
In this section we consider the Lie group AutCt1 × Cq0. Let ϑ Ct1 ×
Cq0 → Ct1 × Cq0 be an automorphism. In order to ﬁnd the general form of
ϑ, for given x1     xt y1     yq ∈ Ct1 × Cq0 and also for its image
x′1     x′t  y ′1     y ′q ∈ Ct1 × Cq0
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we consider locally the following representation of the elements in Ct1 ×Cq0 :
x1     xt y1     yq → Re ln x1    Re ln xt Im ln x1     Im ln xt
Re y1    Re yq Im y1     Im yq
Now, locally, the group operation is addition and the automorphisms are
just automorphisms of vector spaces. Thus locally we have the following
nonsingular t + t + q+ q × t + t + q+ q block matrix:


U11 U12 V11 V12
U21 U22 V21 V22
W11 W12 T11 T12
W21 W22 T21 T22

  (3.1)
Next, we consider the general, global case. Since Im ln xj are determined
modulo 2π, the matrices U12W12, and W22 must be zero matrices. The set
of automorphisms is a group, and in the Gauss method for obtaining inverse
matrices by transformations of rows we have the following restriction: the
rows of order t + 1     2t can be multiplied only by integer factors and can
be added to another row only of the same order. Hence the elements of U22
must be integers and detU22 = ±1. Further, using that a linear combination
of Re zj and Im zj is a linear combination of zj and z¯j , we have proved the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. Each automorphism ϑ Ct1 × Cq0 → Ct1 × Cq0 is such that
ϑx1     xt y1     yq = x′1     x′t  y ′1     y ′q
has the form
x′s = eiαs1arg x1 · eiαs2arg x2 · · · eiαstarg xt ·  x1 α
′
s1  x2 α
′
s2 · · ·  xt α
′
st
· eβs1y1+β′s1 y¯1 · eβs2y2+β′s2 y¯2 · · · eβsqyq+β′sqy¯q 1 ≤ s ≤ t (3.2)
y ′j =
t∑
u=1
γ′ju ln  xu  +
q∑
u=1
δjuyu + δ′juy¯u 1 ≤ j ≤ q (3.3)
where A = αijt×t A′ = α′ijt×t  B = βijt×q B′ = β′ijt×q C ′ = γ′ijq×t ,
D = δijq×q, and D′ = δ′ijq×q are such that A′ BB′ C ′D, and D′ are
complex matrices, αij ∈ Z, and detA = ±1.
Note that the real dimension of AutCt1 ×Cq0 is 2m2m− t, and if t ≥ 2
then this group contains inﬁnitely many connected components.
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF SURFACES S FOR GIVEN VECTORS h
According to the theorems in Section 2, in order to describe all para-
metric surfaces which correspond to the afﬁne groups it is necessary for
each vector h to construct at least one surface S = Sh which determines
a comm+ km-group with characteristic vector h. Then all the surfaces
which determine comm+ km-groups with the same characteristic vector
h are given by λ ∗ rSh where λ is a constant vector and r is an automor-
phism of Ct1 × Cq0 . Note that λ ∗ rSh = rµ ∗ Sh where µ = r−1λ.
Theorem 4.1. Let h = h0     hm ∈ Cm+1 be a given nonzero vector,
and let the polynomial
Pz = h0zm − h1zm−1 + · · · + −1mhm (4.1)
decomposes as
Pz = Cz − a1s1z − a2s2 · · · z − atst  (4.2)
where a1     at are t distinct complex numbers, s1     st ∈N, and s1 + · · · +
st ≤ m. Let
Sh = gz = g1z     gtz γ1z     γqz  z ∈ C\a1     at
where
giz = z − ai 1 ≤ i ≤ t
γiz = 1/z − a1i 1 ≤ i ≤ s1 − 1
γs1−1+iz = 1/z − a2i 1 ≤ i ≤ s2 − 1
γs1+s2−2+iz = 1/z − a3i 1 ≤ i ≤ s3 − 1
· · ·
γs1+···+st−1−t−1+iz = 1/z − ati 1 ≤ i ≤ st − 1
γs1+···+st−t+iz = zi 1 ≤ i ≤ m− s1 + · · · + st
(4.3)
Then the surface Sh satisﬁes the property P and together with the given param-
eterization determines an afﬁne comm + km-group with characteristic
vector h.
Example. If Pt = t − 13t2t + 1 and m = 8 then
gz =
(
z − 1 z z + 1 1
z − 1 
1
z − 12 
1
z
 z z2
)

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Proof. We prove the theorem by induction on t.
Let t = 0. Then γiz = zi for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and  1zm1  2zm1     
 mzm1  can uniquely be determined from the system
m∑
i=1
zij = uj 1 ≤ j ≤ m (4.4)
and hence the property P is satisﬁed. Moreover, the system (1.15) becomes∑m+1
j=1 zji =
∑m
j=1wji 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and it transforms into  izm+11  =
 iwm1  1 ≤ i ≤ m, such that it deﬁnes an afﬁne comm + 1m-group
with characteristic vector h = 0     0 1. Thus the characteristic vector
is Pz = const and the theorem is true for t = 0
Next, suppose that the theorem is true for t − 1; i.e., for a vector h′ whose
corresponding polynomial P ′z has t − 1 distinct roots, the associated sur-
face Sh′ (and hence also rλ ∗ Sh′ ) has the property P and it determines
an afﬁne comm+ km-group with characteristic vector h′.
Let h = h0     hm ∈ Cm+1 be a vector such that the polynomial
h0z
m−h1zm−1+···+−1mhm=Pz=Cz−a1s1z−a2s2 ···z−atst
has t distinct zeros. Note that the map z → z − α sends each afﬁne
comm + km-group with characteristic polynomial Pz into an afﬁne
comm+ km-group with characteristic polynomial Pz − α whose roots
are α + a1 α + a2     α + at . On the other hand, the map z → z − α
induces on the surface Sh a new parameterization by
gz − α = g1z − α     gtz − α γ1z − α     γqz − α
for z ∈ C\α+ a1 α+ a2     α+ at. Note that
γq−u+iz = z − αi 1 ≤ i ≤ u
where u = m− s1 + · · · + st. Thus there exists a vector
λ = 1 1     1︸ ︷︷ ︸
t
 0 0     0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m−u−t
 ξ1     ξu ∈ Ct1 × Cq0
and an automorphism r on Ct1 × Cq0 which acts as a linear map on Cu0 such
that, for the surface induced by λ and r, we have
γq−u+iz = zi 1 ≤ i ≤ u
Thus, the parameterization on Sh induced by gz − α gives a surface Sh′
for which h′ = h′0     h′m and
h′0z
m − h′1zm−1 + · · · + −1mh′m = CPz − α
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Moreover, the choice of the parameterization does not inﬂuence whether
the surface will satisfy the property P or not. According to this discussion,
it is sufﬁcient to prove the theorem for at = 0 Indeed, if at = 0 then we
can apply the map z → z + at .
Now suppose that at = 0. For the system (1.15) in this case, we distin-
guish the subsystem of st equations
z1z2 · · · zm+1 = w1 · · ·wm
1
z1
+ 1
z2
+ · · · + 1
zm+1
= 1
w1
+ · · · + 1
wm

· · · 
1
z
st−1
1
+ · · · + 1
z
st−1
m+1
= 1
w
st−1
1
+ · · · + 1
w
st−1
m

(4.5)
One can verify that this system is equivalent to the system
 mwm1  =  m+1zm+11 
 m−1wm1  =  mzm+11 
· · · 
 m−st+1wm1  =  m−st+2zm+11 
(4.6)
According to the inductive assumption, the other m − st equations form
a subsystem such that  1wm1      m−st wm1  can be expressed as linear
(afﬁne) functions of  1zm+11      m+1zm+11 , and moreover this subsys-
tem determines an afﬁne comm + 1m-group on C\a1     at−1, with
characteristic polynomial
Cz − a1s1z − a2s2 · · · z − at−1st−1 
If the m+ 1− st × m+ 2 matrix of this afﬁne comm+ 1m− st-group
is completed by the st vectors
0     0 1 0     0︸ ︷︷ ︸
st−1
 0     0 1 0     0︸ ︷︷ ︸
st−2
     0     0 1
obtained by the ﬁrst subsystem of (1.15), the new matrix determines an
afﬁne comm + 1m-group on C\a1     at−1 0 with the characteristic
vector h = h0 h1     hm, i.e., the characteristic polynomial
Cz − a1s1 · z − a2s2 · · · z − at−1st−1 · zst 
So the theorem is proven also for the number t.
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Using Theorems 4.1 and 3.1, we are able to ﬁnd the general form of the
parameterized surfaces which induce afﬁne comm+ km-groups. Indeed,
they are given by
g∗z = g∗1z     g∗t z γ∗1z     γ∗qz (4.7)
where
g∗j z=Cj ·eiαj1argg1z ···eiαjt arggtz· g1z α
′
j1 ··· gtz α
′
jt
·eβj1γ1z+β′j1γ1z ···eβjqγqz+β′jqγqz 1≤ j≤ t (4.8)
γ∗j z=Dj+
t∑
r=1
γ′jr lngrz+
q∑
r=1
δjrγrz+δ′jrγrz 1≤ j≤q (4.9)
where giz and γiz are as given in Theorem 4.1; Cj ∈ C1; αij ∈ Z; Dj ,
α′ij , βij , β
′
ij , γ
′
ij , δij , δ
′
ij ∈ C; and detαij = ±1.
Note that many parameterized surfaces like the ones above determine
the same afﬁne comm+ km-group. For example, the system (1.15) can
be transformed into an equivalent system if the ith equation is multiplied
by the jth equation 1 ≤ i j ≤ t i = j or the ith equation is added to the
jth equation t + 1 ≤ i j ≤ m. In all of these cases we apply the automor-
phisms of Ct1 × Cq0 on the surface S and obtain the same afﬁne comm +
km-group. Moreover, we have the following Theorem 4.2, whose proof
is by arguments similar to the ones in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
Theorem 4.2. If Sh with a given parameterization determines an
afﬁne comm + km-group, then for an arbitrary automorphism r on
Ct1 × Cq0 rSh determines the same afﬁne comm+ km-group.
According to this theorem, if we consider all of the surfaces Sh described
in Theorem 4.1 and consider all of the surfaces λ ∗ Sh for λ ∈ Ct1 × Cq0
t + q = m, we obtain all of the afﬁne comm+km-groups. These afﬁne
groups and the corresponding surfaces are said to be in canonical form.
Hence the afﬁne comm+ km-groups given in canonical forms have the
parameterized surfaces
g∗z = g∗1z     g∗t z γ∗1z     γ∗qz
where
g∗j z = Cj · gjz 1 ≤ j ≤ t γ∗j z = Dj + γjz 1 ≤ j ≤ q (4.10)
giz and γiz are given by (4.3), Cj ∈ C1, and Dj ∈ C.
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5. ISOMORPHISMS AMONG THE AFFINE AND
PROJECTIVE GROUPS
Suppose that two afﬁne comm+km-groups with surfaces S′ = g′z 
z ∈ C\a1     at and S′′ = g′′z  z ∈ C\b1     bt ′  are given. The
deﬁnition of the isomorphism of comm+ km-groups implies that these
two groups are isomorphic if and only if there exists a bijection
ϕ C\a1     at → C\b1     bt ′  (5.1)
such that g′′ϕz = g′z, i.e., g′′z = g′ψz, ψ = ϕ−1. Because this
system can be transformed, without loss of generality we can assume that
S′ is in a canonical form and S′′ may not be in a canonical form. Since g′′
is continuous for z ∈ C\b1     bt ′ , it follows that ψz is a continuous
function. Similarly, ϕz is a continuous function, too. Thus, t ′ = t. There
exists a unique continuous extension of ϕ to a map, denoted again by ϕ,
from C∗ to C∗, C∗ = C ∪ ∞, such that
ϕa1     at∞ = b1     bt∞ (5.2)
In [28] it is proved, and we will repeat the proof here, that the afﬁne
comm + km-groups can be considered as projective comm + km-
groups for which the inﬁnite point ∞ is singular. Thus ϕ can be
considered as a bicontinuous map which maps the singular elements
into a singular one. In [28] it is proven that the bilinear transfor-
mation ϕz = az + b/cz + d ad − bc = 0 sends the projective
comm + km-groups into projective comm + km-groups. Since each
projective comm + km-group has at least one singular element, we
can choose a bilinear transformation such that one singular element
is sent to ∞. Hence each projective comm + km-group is isomor-
phic to an afﬁne comm + km-group, and thus we examine here only
the afﬁne comm + km-groups. Having in mind this discussion, in
order to examine the isomorphisms between the afﬁne and projective
comm + km-groups, it is of special interest to ﬁnd those bijections
ϕ  C∗ → C∗ satisfying ϕ∞ = ∞.
Theorem 5.1. If a bijection ϕ C∗ → C∗ deﬁnes an isomorphism between
two afﬁne comm + km-groups and ϕ∞ = ∞, then ϕz = Az + B or
ϕz = Az¯ + b A = 0.
Proof. According to the previous discussion we can assume that g′′z =
g′ψz, where the surface S′ is in a canonical form and ϕ C → C is
such that ϕa1     at = b1     bt. Without loss of generality we can
assume that ϕai = bi for i = 1     t. Let the singular elements a1     at
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have the multiplicities s1     st , respectively, and b1     bt have the mul-
tiplicities r1     rt , respectively. Then
g′ψz = g′1ψz     g′tψz γ′1ψz     γ′qψz
where
g′iψz=αiψz−ai 1≤ i≤ t
γ′iψz=βi+1/ψz−a1i 1≤ i≤s1−1
γ′s1−1+iψz=βs1−1+i+1/ψz−a2i 1≤ i≤s2−1
γ′s1+s2−2+iψz=βs1+s2−2+i+1/ψz−a3i 1≤ i≤s3−1 (5.3)
···
γ′s1+···+st−1−t−1+iψz=βs1+···+st−1−t−1+i+1/ψz−ati 1≤ i≤st−1
γ′s1+···+st−t+iψz=βs1+···+st−t+i+ψzi 1≤ i≤u=m−s1+···+st
and g′′z = g′′1z     g′′t z γ′′1 z     γ′′qz where
g′′j z = Cj · eiαj1 arg g1z · · · eiαjt arg gtz·  g1z α
′
j1 · · ·  gtz α
′
jt
· eβj1γ1z+β′j1γ1z · · · eβjqγqz+β′jqγqz 1 ≤ j ≤ t
γ′′j z = Dj +
t∑
r=1
γ′jr ln  grz  +
q∑
r=1
δjrγrz + δ′jrγrz 1 ≤ j ≤ q
Cj ∈ C1; αij ∈ Z; Dj , α′ij , βij , β′ij , γ′ij , δij , δ′ij ∈ C; detαij = ±1; and
giz = z − bi 1 ≤ i ≤ t
γiz = 1/z − b1i 1 ≤ i ≤ r1 − 1
γr1−1+iz = 1/z − b2i 1 ≤ i ≤ r2 − 1
γr1+r2−2+iz = 1/z − b3i 1 ≤ i ≤ r3 − 1
· · ·
γr1+···+rt−1−t−1+iz = 1/z − bti 1 ≤ i ≤ rt − 1
γr1+···+rt−t+iz = zi 1 ≤ i ≤ v = m− r1 + · · · + rt
(5.4)
Considering the system g′ψz = g′′z, without loss of generality we can
assume that α1 = · · · = αt = 1 and β1 = · · · = βq = 0.
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There are only two possible cases, (i) t ≥ 1 and (ii) t = 0
(i) The ﬁrst t equations of the system g′ψz = g′′z yield to
ψz − aj = Cj · eiαj1 arg g1z · · · eiαjt arg gtz·  g1z α
′
j1 · · ·  gtz α
′
jt
· eβj1γ1z+β′j1γ1z · · · eβjqγqz+β′jqγqz 1 ≤ j ≤ t
i.e.,
ψz − aj = Cj · g1zαj1 · · · gtzαjt ·  g1z λj1 · · ·  gtz λjt
· eβj1γ1z+β′j1γ1z · · · eβjqγqz+β′jqγqz 1 ≤ j ≤ t
where gjz 1 ≤ j ≤ t and γjz 1 ≤ j ≤ q are given by (5.4). In each
of these equations ψbi = ai, and since
lim
z→bi
z − biαji  z − bi λji=


0 if αji + λji ∈ R+
1 if αji = λji = 0
∞ or undetermined otherwise,
and limz→bi e
1/z−bji , limz→bi e
1/z−bj
i
are undetermined, it follows that
λij = 0 and αij = 0 for i = j and βj1 = · · · = βjq−u = β′j1 = · · · = β′jq−u =
0 for 1 ≤ j ≤ t. Thus
αij is the diagonal matrix diagα1 α2     αt (5.5)
But α1     αt ∈ Z and α1 · · ·αt = ±1 implying that α1     αt ∈ 1−1.
So, for each j ∈ 1     t,
ψz = aj + Cjz − bjαj  z − bj λjj ePjz+Qjz
where Pz and Qz are polynomials of degree ≤ v P0 = Q0 = 0 αj ∈
1−1, and αj + λjj ∈ R+. We consider two subcases, (i.1) t ≥ 2 and (i.2)
t = 1.
(i.1) Let x y ∈ 1     t and x = y. Then
ax + Cxz − bxαx  z − bx λxx ePxz+Qxz
= ay + Cyz − byαy  z − by λyy ePyz+Qyz
Since this is true for each z ∈ C and ax = ay , considering the real and
the imaginary part of the equality, we obtain that this is possible only if
Pxz = Qxz = Pyz = Qyz ≡ 0 αx = αy λxx = λyy αx + λxx = 1 and
Cx = Cy . Moreover,
— if αx=αy = 1, then ψz= aj + Cz − bj, where C =Cx=Cy , and
— if αx = αy = −1, then ψz = aj + Cz − bj, where C = Cx = Cy .
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The map ϕ has the same form, i.e.,
ϕz = C−1z +A or ϕz = C−1z¯ +A
(i.2) Considering the second equation of g′ψz = g′′z, we obtain
that ψz as well as ϕz is a linear function of z or z¯.
We note that C1 = C2 = · · · = Ct ,
α′ij =
{
1 if i = j
0 if i = j
and α1 = · · · = αt ∈ 1−1. Considering the other equations, we obtain
that r1 = s1 r2 = s2     rt = st (hence u = v), D1 = · · · = Dq−v ≡ 0,
γ′jr ≡ 0 Moreover,
— if ψz = Cz +K K = ai − Cbi = const, then
δ11     δq−vq−v =
(
C−1 C−2     C−r1+1 C−1 C−2     C−r2+1    
C−1 C−2     C−rt+1
)
 (5.6)
Dq−v+i = Ki δq−v+iq−v+j =
(
i
j
)
Ki−jCj 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ v (5.7)
and the other δij are zeros, and all of the δ
′
ij are zeros.
— If ψz = Cz¯ +K K = ai − Cbi = const, then
δ′11     δ′q−vq−v =
(
C−1 C−2     C−r1+1 C−1 C−2     C−r2+1    
C−1 C−2     C−rt+1
)
 (5.8)
Dq−v+i = Ki δ′q−v+iq−v+j =
(
i
j
)
Ki−jCj 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ v (5.9)
and the other δ′ij are zeros, and all of the δij are zeros.
(ii) In this case, the system g′ψz = g′′z becomes
ψzj = Dj +
m∑
j=1
δijzj + δ′ij z¯j 1 ≤ j ≤ m
Hence, for j = 1 it follows that ψz = Pz + Qz¯, degP degQ ≤ m.
Also,
ψzm = P1z +Q1z¯
where degP1, degQ1 ≤ m. So, degP ≤ 1 and degQ ≤ 1 It is not possible
to have degP = degQ = 1, because ψzj j ≥ 2 does not contain terms
of the form ziz¯j . Thus,
ψz = Cz +K or ψz = Cz¯ +K (5.10)
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From this theorem and its proof we obtain information about the con-
stants DjCj α
′
ij , etc.
Now we will give some important consequences of this theorem.
Corollary 5.2. Each isomorphism between afﬁne or projective comm+
km-groups is induced by a complex map having one of the following forms:
ϕz = az + b
cz + d or ϕz =
az¯ + b
cz¯ + d ad − bc = 0 (5.11)
Note that each of these maps sends a projective comm + km-group
into the projective comm+ km-group.
In the proof of Theorem 5.1 we have proved that r1 = s1 r2 =
s2     rt = st u = v, where r1 r2     rt are the multiplicities of the
singular elements a1     at " s1 s2     st are the multiplicities of the sin-
gular elements b1     bt ; and ϕai = bi for i = 1     t. Note that the
multiplicities of the inﬁnity point ∞ of the ﬁrst and the second afﬁne
comm + km-groups of Theorem 5.1 are u + 1 and v + 1, respectively,
and u+ 1 = v + 1 Next we will prove a more general statement.
Theorem 5.3. Each isomorphism between two afﬁne or projective
comm+ km-groups sends each singular point into a singular point of the
same multiplicity.
Proof. It is sufﬁcient to consider only the projective comm + km-
groups. Let M f  and M ′ f ′ be isomorphic projective comm+ km-
groups, M ⊆ C∗. According to Corollary 5.2 the isomorphism is induced by
a map ϕz = az+ b/cz+ d or ϕz = az¯+ b/cz¯+ d ad−bc = 0.
The set of these maps with respect to the composition forms a Lie group G
with two components of connection. One component contains the identical
map < and the other contains the map ϕ− deﬁned by ϕ−z = z¯. It is
obvious that the theorem is true for ϕ = < and ϕ = ϕ−. If ϕ C∗ → C∗
induces the isomorphism between M f  and M ′ f ′, then there exists a
path in the Lie group G which connects ϕ to < or ϕ−. Indeed, there exists
a continuous family of isomorphisms ϕλ λ ∈ 0 1, such that ϕ0 = < or
ϕ0 = ϕ− and ϕ1 = ϕ. Since the theorem is true for ϕ = < and ϕ = ϕ−
and both of the two isomorphic projective comm+ km-groups have the
same number of singular elements, we obtain that each map ϕλ preserves
the multiplicities of the singular elements.
The Lie group G mentioned in the proof of Theorem 5.3 is generated by
the maps
1 z → 1/z
2 z → z/λ λ = 0∞
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3 z → z − λ λ = ∞
4 z → z¯
Note that each projective comm + km-group is uniquely determined
by the corresponding m + 1 × m + k + 1 matrix A = αij i ∈
0 1    m j ∈ 0 1    m + k. In [28] (Theorem 3.1, Chapter 2) it
is shown that the ﬁrst three maps induce the matrix transformations
(1) α′ij = αm−im+k−j (5.12)
(2) α′ij = λj−iαij (5.13)
(3)
α′ij =
∑
0≤r≤i
−λr
(
r +m− i
r
)
× ∑
0≤s≤m+k−j
αi−r s+jλ
s
(
m+ k− j
s
)
(5.14)
for i ∈ 0 1    m j ∈ 0 1    m+ k, respectively. Similarly, for the
fourth transformation we have now the matrix transformation
(4) α′ij = α¯ij i ∈ 0 1    m j ∈ 0 1    m+ k (5.15)
Using these four matrix transformations, we are able to deduce whether
two projective comm+ km-groups are isomorphic or not.
According to Theorem 5.1, Corollary 5.2, and the canonical form of the
afﬁne comm+ km-groups we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 5.4. For each t ∈ 0 1    m,
(i) the set of different afﬁne comm + km-groups on C\t can be
parameterized by m+ t independent complex parameters;
(ii) the set of nonisomorphic afﬁne comm + km-groups on C\t
can be parameterized by m+ t − 2 independent complex parameters;
(iii) the set of different projective comm + km-groups on C∗\t+1
can be parameterized by m+ t + 1 independent complex parameters; and
(iv) the set of nonisomorphic projective comm + km-groups on
C∗\t+1 can be parameterized by m+ t − 2 independent complex parameters.
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Example. Let us consider the special casem = 2 and k = 1 It is proved
in [28] that up to isomorphism there are only two afﬁne com3 2-groups
(and hence com2 + k 2-groups) on C t = 0, and they are given by
f z31 = w21 ⇔
{
z1 + z2 + z3 = w1 +w2
z1z2 + z2z3 + z3z1 = w1w2  (5.16)
f z31 = w21 ⇔
{
z1 + z2 + z3 = w1 +w2
z1z2 + z2z3 + z3z1 = 1+w1w2  (5.17)
If t = 1, then it can be proved that each of the afﬁne com3 2-groups is
isomorphic to one of the groups
f z31 = w21 ⇔
{ z1 · z2 · z3 = w1 ·w2
z1 + z2 + z3 = λ+w1 +w2 λ ∈ C (5.18)
The parameter λ in (5.18) cannot vanish or be changed to a constant, for
example, λ = 0 or λ = 1, but note that λ and λ give isomorphic groups. If
t = 2 then without loss of generality we can assume that the singular points
are 0 and 1 (and∞ too). So each afﬁne com3 2-group on C\αβ α =
β is isomorphic to one of the groups
f z31=w21⇔
{
z1 ·z2 ·z3=λ·w1 ·w2
z1−1z2−1z3−1=µw1−1w2−1 λµ∈C1
(5.19)
and some of the groups in (5.19) are isomorphic, but the parameters λ and
µ cannot vanish.
APPENDIX
The afﬁne and projective comm + km-groups can be generalized to
topological comm + km-groups. In this section we do not present new
results. We will only refer to the results in [28] in order to make a connec-
tion and to give motivation for further research.
Deﬁnition A.1. Let X be a topological space and n be a positive inte-
ger. The n-fold symmetric product of X is the topological factor space
Xn = Xn/ ≈, where Xn is the n-fold topological product of X and ≈ is
as previously deﬁned in Section 0.
Deﬁnition A.2. Let Q be a topological space and let Q f  be a
comm + km-groupoid. We say that Q f  is a topological (contin-
uous) comm + km-groupoid, if the map f  Qn → Qm is contin-
uous. If Q f  is a topological comm + km-groupoid and Q f  is
a comm + km-semigroup, then we say that Q f  is a topological
(continuous) comm+ km-semigroup.
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Deﬁnition A.3. Let Q f  be a comm + km-group and let
f ′ Qk ×Qm → Qm be a map deﬁned by
f ′ab = ϕ−1a b a ∈ Qk b ∈ Qm (A.1)
where ϕa is as deﬁned in Section 1. We say that Q f  is a topological
comm+ km-group if Q f  is a topological comm+ km-semigroup
and f ′ is a continuous map.
Studies of the symmetric products from a topological viewpoint have
been done in [20–25, 28, 30]. The most important result is that if M is
a manifold, then Mm m > 1 is manifold if only if dimM = 2 [30].
Moreover, the following is proved in [28].
Theorem A.1 [28, Theorem 3.5 and Prop. 3.2, Chap. III]. If M f  is
a locally euclidean topological comm + km-group for m ≥ 2, then
dimM = 2, M is an oriented manifold not homeomorphic to the sphere S2,
and
Mm ∼= Ru × S1v (A.2)
We recall that all known examples of comm+ km-groups, except on
the discrete set Q, are constructed on subsets of C and C∗ with real dimen-
sion 2. Theorem A.1 implies that each projective comm+km-semigroup
on C∗ = S2 has at least one singular element. Many theorems for afﬁne and
projective comm+km-groups can be generalized here. For example, the
following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 1.5.
Theorem A.2 [28, Theorem 3.3, Chap. III]. Let M f  be a connected
locally euclidean topological comm+km-group. Then this group is induced
by ks connected locally euclidean topological comm+ 1m-groups where s
is the rank of the homology group H1MmZ. Specially, if Mm is a simply-
connected manifold, then the corresponding comm+ km-group is induced
by exactly one comm+ 1m-group.
Note that the concept of the complex lines which is basic in this paper
can also be introduced for topological comm + km-groups. Moreover,
Theorems 1.6, 1.7, and 2.1 also hold for locally euclidean topological
comm+ km-groups.
The theorems and corollaries presented in this paper and in [28] give
deep results about the description of the afﬁne and projective comm +
km-groups. We do not know examples of smooth comm+ km-groups
which are not isomorphic to afﬁne comm + km-groups. The following
conjecture is stated in [28].
Conjecture. Each connected, locally euclidean topological comm +
km-group is isomorphic to an afﬁne comm+ km-group.
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If this conjecture is true, then all the surfaces S ⊆ Ct1 × Cq0 which have
the property P are those described for the afﬁne comm + km-groups.
Indeed, if we change the parameterization of the surface S, then we obtain
a new comm + km-group which is isomorphic to the former comm +
km-group.
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